Success stories - Vienna Stock Exchange
The best market for your company

66%

Market leader in trading
Austrian stocks

4/5

International
major investors

Numerous Austrian companies have made it into the league
of internationally leading companies with the help of an IPO.
Family businesses have also seized the opportunity and
gained additional expansion potential by opening up to new
investors via the stock exchange.

Privatization has enabled former state-owned enterprises to
unlock efficiency potential and become internationally
competitive players. The state - each and every one of us now profits from the dividends of these successful companies.

No financing tool brings more money, visibility and order than
an IPO. The step to the stock exchange is accompanied by
increased transparency. This transparency creates trust towards business partners, employees and investors. It also
offers advantages over the competition, because business
partners of listed companies value the security and
predictability of a partner who is transparent to them. In
addition, not only potential customers but also the labour
market will become more familiar with the company and the
recruiting of new employees will be made much easier.

80%

International
trading members

“

3x

More liquidity for ATX stocks
than foreign exchanges

The IPO enables us to secure our financial
independence and the flexibility of the Group in
the long term. For us, it has been the perfect
way to develop from an owner-managed to a
management-run company.
Norbert Haslacher
CEO, Frequentis AG

“

Our presence on the Vienna Stock Exchange
and our dialogue with investors puts us in an
even better position to achieve our growth
targets. The IPO ensures the highest degree of
international attention for our company.
Andreas Grassauer
CEO, Marinomed AG

“

The motives for an IPO are manifold: capital for further growth
and innovation, a broader financing basis or securing corporate
succession are just a few. The Vienna Stock Exchange also
offers a wide range of services. In line with our business
strategy, we offer market segments with different transparency,
quality and publicity requirements.

The team of the Vienna Stock Exchange supports companies
in all matters relating to IPOs. Personal consultation and
information meetings offer plannability and orientation. Informal
coordination and individual support facilitate the way to the
placement of shares.

“

”

The going public of the year 2006 was an
essential move for the development of the
company into the modern, customer-oriented
and profitable enterprise that Österreichische
Post is today.
Georg Pölzl
CEO, Österreichische Post AG
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”

The transparency provided by the listing of our
shares on the Vienna Stock Exchange helps us
to refinance our business more cost-effectively.
Thomas G. Winkler
CEO, UBM DEVELOPMENT AG

“

”

Vienna has always been BAWAG Group AG
home base, so there was no doubt at all that we
would choose the Vienna Stock Exchange as
our listing venue.
Enver Sirucic
CFO, BAWAG Group AG

Our Services
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